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Abstract

AVS is Chinese new audio and video coding standard. A
pipeline-based architecture of inverse quantizer for AVS
video standard is proposed in this paper. Due to using
one-pass processing for Run Length Decoding, Inverse
Scan and Inverse Quantization, the architecture can save
many buffers, which are used to store intermediate
results during multi-pass processing. Furthermore, the
processing speed is up to one coefficient per clock cycle.
This architecture has been described in Verilog HDL,
simulated with VCS digital simulator, and synthesized
using 0.18,m CMOS cells library by Synopsys Design
Compiler. The circuit totally costs about 13.7k logic
gates when running at 200MHz. Simulation results show
that the architecture can support real-time inverse
quantization for HDTV (1280x720, 60fps) video. This
architecture has been implemented in a single chip
HDTV decoder for AVS video and audio.

1. Introduction

Audio Video Coding Standard Working Group of China
is finalizing a national standard for the coding of video
and audio. The new standard is known as AVS[1], which
is applied in the field of significant information industry,
such as high-resolution digital broadcast, high-density
laser-digital storage media, wireless broad-band
multimedia communication, and internet broad-band
stream media. Comparing with similar international
standards such as MPEG-2 [2], MPEG-4 [3] and H.264
[4], the advantages of AVS standard include higher
performance, lower complexity, lower implementation
cost and sample licensing.

The functional blocks ofAVS decoder are shown in
Fig. 1. The input is a compressed bitstream. The data
elements are entropy decoded and reordered to produce a
set of quantized coefficients. These quantized
coefficients are inverse quantized and inverse

transformed to give the difference macroblock D'n.
Using the header information decoded from bitstream,
the decoder creates a prediction macroblock P. P is added
to D'n to produce uF'n, which is filtered to create the
decoded macroblock F'n.
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Fig. 1 Functional Blocks ofAVS Decoder

The Reorder and Inverse Quantizer blocks in the
AVS video decoder should perform three tasks, which
are RLD (Run Length Decoding), IS (Inverse Scan) and
IQ (Inverse Quantization). In this implemented
architecture, the three processes are combined into a
one-pass processing. The one-pass processing
architecture can save unnecessary buffers, which are
used to store intermediate results during multi-pass
processing.

The main application of AVS is HDTV broadcast.
So a pure software decoder running on a generic
processor is not practical. Furthermore, the algorithms of
AVS are more complex going alone with a higher
compression ratio than previous standards. Its
computation requirement is so high that hardware
accelerators are needed to provide real-time decoding for
HDTV video, such as 720p (1280x720, 60fps). Since
AVS is a very new standard, few hardware decoders have
been developed, and no hardware Inverse Quantizer has
been described in detail. In this paper, we propose a
pipeline-based architecture for Inverse Quantizer, which
is valuable for the hardware design of AVS real-time
video decoder. Furthermore, the architecture has been
implemented in a single chip HDTV decoder for AVS
video and audio.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, algorithm of the inverse quantization
applied by AVS will be described. We will present the
implemented architecture of Inverse Quantizer in Section
3. Simulation results and VLSI implementation will be
shown in Section 4. Finally, we will draw a conclusion in
Section 5.

2. Algorithm

After entropy decoding, the decoded Level and Run of a
block are stored in the Level Array and Run Array
respectively. According to entropy encoding algorithm of
AVS standard, the coding order of non-zero quantized
coefficients in a block is from higher frequency to lower
frequency, which can improve coding performance
obviously. So in the decoder, the output order of entropy
decoded coefficients in a block is from higher frequency
to lower frequency too. The procedure of building
Quantized Coefficient Array (contains 64 quantized
coefficients) from the decoded Level Array and Run
Array is described as following:

1. Initialize every element of the Quantized
Coefficient Array to zero;

2. Assign nonzero coefficients to the corresponding
elements of Quantized Coefficient Array:

- Declare two variables: j and coeffNum.
- Define j as the index of the last assigned

element of Run (or Level) Array (that is the
non-zero quantized coefficient at the lowest
frequency of a block), coefjNum as -1.

While (j >= 0)
{

I

coeffNum += (Run/] + 1)
QuantCoeffArray [coeffium] = Levelfj]
I--

3. Derive Quantized Coefficient Matrix from
Quantized Coefficient Array through Inverse Scan
processing:

- If picture_structure is progressive, the map
from 1-D zigzag address to 2-D address is
described in Fig. 2 (a);

- If picture_structure is interlaced, the map is
described in Fig. 2 (b).

Assuming the zigzag address of an element of
Quantized Coefficient Array is k, column number i

and row number j can be derived from k as shown
in Fig. 2 (a) or (b), according to the parameter
picture_structure. The value of QuantCoeffArray[k]
is then assigned to QuantCoefJMatrix fi, j].
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Fig. 2 Inverse Scan Address Mapping

Table 1 Derivation ofQP for Chroma Block

CurrentQP <43 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52
QP Current QP !42 1 43 !43 I 45 14514614647

Cuffent QP 53 154 55 56 57 58 59 160161 62 63
QP 47 48 48 49 49 49 50 50 5051

Table 2 Derivation of DequantTable and ShiftTable

QP 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
DequantTable(QP) 32768 36061 38968 42495 46341 50535 55437 60424
ShiftTable(QP) 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14

QP 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
DequantTable(QP) 32932 35734 38968 42495 46177 50535 55109 59933
ShiftTable(QP) 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

QP 16 17 18 19 20 21 221 23
DequantTable(QP) 65535 35734 38968 42577 46341 50617 55027 60097
ShiftTable(QP) 13 12 12 12 12 11[2121! 12

QP ] 24 25 26 271 28 29 301 31
DequantTable(QP) 132809 35734 38968 42454146382 50576 55109 60056
ShiftTable(QP) 1j 1t II1 1 Jj! 1!j ii

QP 32 33 34 351 36 37 38 39
DequantTable(QP) 165535 [35734 38968 42495 46320 50515 55109 60076
ShiftTable(QP) 11[ 10 10 110 1 10! 10J 10

QP 401 411 421 431 441 451 461 47.
DequantTable(QP) 165535 35744 38968| 42495 46341 50535 55099160087
ShiftTable(QP) 109[ 9! 9 9! 9 9 9

QP 481 49 501 51[ 52 53] 541 55
DequantTable(QP) 165535 [35734 38973 42500 46341 505351 55109160097ShiftTable(QP) 9[ 8 818! 8! 81 8

QP [ 56 57] 581 59 60 611 621 63
DequantTable(QP) [32771 35734 3896514249746341 50535 55109 60099
ShiftTable(QP) 7 7 7 7 777

4. The value of any element wij of the 2-D Inverse
Quantized Coefficient Matrix is assigned as the
following formula:

wij= (QuantCoeffMatrix[i]j * DequantTable(QP) +
25hiftTable(QP)-1) >> ShiftTable(QP), where i, j = 0...7 (1)

If current block is a luma block, QP (Quantization
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Parameter) is equal to the current macroblock QP;
otherwise, current QP should be scaled as described
in Table 1 for chroma block. DequantTable and
ShiftTable are defined in Table 2.

For more information about the inverse
quantization algorithm, please refer to [1].

3. Implemented architecture

The implemented architecture has been designed as a
module that can be embedded into a pipeline-based video
decoder, as shown in Fig. 3. The Inverse Quantizer has
one input data buffer and one output data buffer. The
entropy decoded {Run, Level} are stored into the input
buffer before inverse quantization. The inverse quantized
data are stored into the output buffer after inverse
quantization. The input and/or output buffer can store at
least two 8x8 blocks of data in order to perform pipeline
processing. Control Parameters include current QP, CBP
(Coded Block Pattern), and picture structure flag from
system controller. EoB is a pulse signal indicating "End
of Block" from Entropy Decoder.

Control Parameters

{Run, Level)
Entropy Inverse IT-data Inverse
Decoder EoB Quantizer Transform

Fig. 3 Data flow diagram

3.1 Input and Output Buffer

As mentioned in Section 2, in order to improve coding
performance, the coding order of non-zero quantized
coefficients in a block is from higher frequency to lower
frequency. So in the decoder, the output order of entropy
decoded coefficients in a block is from higher frequency
to lower frequency too. However, to perform RLD (Run
Length Decoding), the processing order has to be from
lower frequency to higher frequency, which is just
reverse to the output order of entropy decoded data. To
reverse the order of input data, we use the stack structure
as the input buffer, which performs first in last out access.
Each stack has 64 memory cells. In order to support
pipeline processing, we instance two stacks, which
consist of SRAM and some control logic, as the input
buffer. The EoB pulse is used as the switch signal of the
two stacks when writing data to the input buffer.

In order to simplify our design, we use SRAM as

the output buffer. To support pipeline processing, two
ping pang SRAM's are used. And each SRAM has 64
memory cells to store 64 inverse quantized data of one
8x8-block.

3.2 Inverse Quantizer Architecture

The detailed architecture of the Inverse Quantizer is
described in Fig. 4. The current QP is defined as the QP
value of the current macroblock from system controller.
Luma/Chroma signal can be derived from CBP and
internal block counter. If the current block is a chroma
block, QP value should be scaled via QP SCALE Table.
Then the QP value is used to lookup SHIFT Table and
Dequant Table. The results of table lookup are sent to
ALU, where the inverse quantization is performed,
together with the level values from the input buffer.

Current
op

OQPSCALE
TAB

Run Luma/ MUXChroma
6

ID-X f CMP ACC r
l leSHIFT Dequant

1-D TAB Level TAB
Address 1 17

picture_ ALU
structure TA

2-D
Address1

IT_ADDR IT-DATA

Fig. 4 Detailed Architecture of Inverse Quantizer

The coefficient counter IDX is used to denote I-D
zigzag address. At the beginning of inverse quantization
for each block, IDX is reset to zero. Then IDX is
increased one in every clock cycle until up to 63, when
the processing of current block is finished. The last Run
value from the input buffer is accumulated in ACC, then
ACC is compared with IDX in every clock cycle: if
equal, the inverse quantization result from ALU will be
stored into the output buffer, the next {Run, Level} will
be read out from the input buffer for the next
accumulation; otherwise, zero will be stored into the
output buffer, ACC will keep the current value, and the
next {Run, Level} will not be read out.

1-D zigzag address IDX is translated into 2-D
address via IS Table lookup. IS Table performs the map
from 1-D address to 2-D address as described in Fig. 2.
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The output 2-D address is used as the address of the
output SRAM.

The Inverse Quantizer can process one coefficient
per clock cycle. In addition, 2 cycles are needed for
initialization of each 8x8-block. To sum up, the number
of total cycles for inverse quantizing each 8x8-block is
66. Because we use two ping pang buffers as input and
output, the architecture can continuously perform inverse
quantization block by block in a pipeline-based video
decoder. For a 4:2:0 video format bit stream, it costs at
most 396 cycles to process a macroblock.

4. Simulation results

We described the design mentioned above in Verilog
HDL at RTL level, which is synthesizable. According to
AVS1.0 verification model[5], a C-program model of
Inverse Quantizer was also developed to generate input
simulation vectors for VCS digital simulator. By testing
with 18 HDTV (1280x720, 60fps) bitstreams (200
frames per bitstream), VCS simulation results show that
our Verilog code is functionally identical with the
Inverse Quantizer ofAVS 1.0 verification model.

The verified RTL code was synthesized using
0.18,um CMOS cells library by Synopsys Design
Compiler. The- circuit totally costs about 13.7k logic
gates when the working frequency is set up to 200MHz.
Table 3 shows the synthesized results. The implemented
architecture costs at most 396 cycles to perform inverse
quantization for each macroblock, which is sufficient for
the real-time processing of AVS HDTV (1280x720,
60fps) video bitstreams.

The Inverse Quantizer has been implemented in
AVS 101, which is a single chip HDTV decoder for AVS
video and audio[6]. The decoder chip uses 0.18pim
CMOS technology and working frequency is 148.5MHz.
The decoder can support real-time decoding for QCIF,
CIF, PAL, NTSC, 720p and 1080i programs.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a pipeline-based architecture
for the Inverse Quantizer ofAVS video standard. Firstly,
we described the algorithm ofAVS inverse quantization.
Then the architecture was proposed. Our main idea is to
use one-pass processing of RLD, IS and IQ to save some
buffers, which are used to store intermediate results
during multi-pass processing. Finally, we gave out
simulation and synthesized results. The architecture was
synthesized using 0.18,um CMOS cells library by
Synopsys Design Compiler. The synthesized results
show that our design can support real-time inverse
quantization for HDTV (1280x720, 60fps) video.
Furthermore, the architecture has been implemented in a
single chip HDTV decoder for AVS video and audio.
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Table 3 Synthesized Results

Technology 0.18uim CMOS
Working Frequency UP to 200MHz

Gate Count 5 8K
(Without SRAM)

SRAM 7.9K
Cycles/MB 396

Capacity 1280x720 lO4fps
____ ____ ____ ____ __ 148.5M Hz
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